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Content Index Video: must/should Olesya Degtyareva Can/ Could, Must, Should/Ought to, Class Management and Discipline This is a game in the form of a presentation. You can choose the image number by drawing a lot, or put the numbers in the hat and pull one after the other. The game can be displayed on the screen o ... 1 2,847 BegElemPre-Int This
sheet allows students to practice the form and function of modal verbs of necessity (should not, should, should not). It focuses on allowing the learner to choose the right ... 1 3,572 Pre-Int Vincent Malais sheet to be used at the beginning of the school year. This can help students about the teacher's expectations during English lessons. A way to redefine
modals with easy in-bl filling... 1 14,225 Elem Letizia Maybe May/may, should/should, modal verbs and their use causes a lot of problems for our students. I hope that with this ppt they will be able to understand not only what modality, but also when they can use this or that ve ... 8 32,810 Int America Lorenzo This sheet will help you determine the difference
between should and should, and there are free exercises that you can do with your students in high school or elementary school. I designed it ... 7 24,748 Pre-Int HyunJung Cha Can/can should, should/ Ought this is the first time to download your file here. This is a PPT for modal verbs review quiz game. Each line on the second page means the level of the
question and you get different points for the right ... 31 31,687 Pre-IntInt (Can/Could, May/Might, Must, Verb This power-point presentation) contains brief and simple explanations of each modal verb (can-could-may-must) and some of the exercises associated with them. The goal is to clarify the use of each modal V ... 19 37,273 Pre-IntInt BusyTeacher
Contributor Can/Could, Must/Ought to, ESL Songs For Teaching English This is a song I used to introduce modal verbs should, should and can. Students are asked to first complete sentences with words they listen to (only modals) and then they ... 7 25,699 Pre-IntIntAdv Can/Could, Must, Should/Ought to This worksheet contains brief explanations of each
modal verb (may-should-should-should) and some graphic examples that illustrate each of them. There are a lot of exercises in practice. You can... 15 24,669 Pre-Int I created this sheet to help my students practice modal deduction and assumptions in a fun way. They look at the picture through a microscope and try to guess what it might be. I am... 19
11,378 Pre-IntIntAdv (May/may, should, should, should, should the target language for this sheet should, should not, should not, should not, should and can. 20 49,801 Running Eva PS Must, If / Ought is an introduction to modal verbs - first some basic rules, then the rules for the formation of the past (not all modal verbs have separate forms for the past,
some use the perfect infinitive - in my experience, it's me ... 14 20,707 IntAdv Will, May/may, should/Ought This powerpoint representation of modales and modales is perfect for the esl B1-B2 level. There are no rules of grammar, only examples and pictures that better explain the use of modals. The teacher can use ... 9 16,530 IntAdvExam May/may have to,
May/may I should use the next YouTube clip ( in practice using modals (opportunity), especially can. Students listen to the sounds of the clip and try to gu ... 11 21,153 ElemPre-Int Can/Could, Have to, May/Might, Must Here is a power point presentation I made for my English class with the definition of modal verbs, a list of them (should not, maybe maybe
should, should not, should/should have been better ... 12 13 444 ElemPre-IntInt Can/Could, Must, Should/Ought to The worksheet contains three actions about modal verbs. The first challenge is the full sentence. You can,I can't, I can't, maybe not. The second task is the same, but you have to use can, can not, ... 15 27,497 Elem is a 2-page sheet for
learning or revising modal verbs at the initial level. There are 4 different activities in which students are asked to rewrite sentences using a form from got I ... 19 39,959 ElemPre-Int , ESL Songs for teaching English Gap-text, where students listen and fill in the gaps. For teenagers or adults. Level: preliminary intermediate or higher. Grammatical structure in
the song: past modals deduction (must have seemed ... 1 7,484 Pre-IntIntAdv Grammar Modal Verbs Should ppt presentations about should and should not for pre-intermediate students (10th grade). This presentation describes the structure and proper use of both (should and should not) and gives a complete explan ... 6 15,169 Pre-Int This presentation
introduces how to give advice using modal forms can - should - and should, as well as offer and recommend. I had work ss in pairs or small groups to come up with an idea... 9 10,856 Pre-IntInt Can/can, should, should/ Ought to the next activity will help your students practice modal verbs and phrases. It should be completed in pairs. Students A and B have
gaps in different sentences. As the student completes his sent... 12 15,559 IntAdv should/should not/ should/should not - form should/should not use should infinitive without Must is a modal verb, and modal verbs follow the infinitive without. I have to go to the doctor. (I don't have to go to the doctor.) No-s Modal verbs not -s after he/she/is. He has to come
with us. (He should not interfere with us.) Use should/should not be in negatives and must issues is an auxiliary support This means that it has a negative and questionable form. Do/do/did in negatives and questions. We don't have to come early. (NOT We shouldn't arrive early.) Should we arrive early? (Shouldn't we arrive early?) should/should not use do
and made in negatives and verb issues should not be the verb. Use do/don't, does/doesn't, made/not in questions and negative suggestions in the present and past. Is it too early for you to get up tomorrow? (Don't you have to get up early tomorrow?) Did you need to buy a new sound card? We don't have to stay until the end. No gla verb grip should be
concluded with 've. I have to study for the exam tomorrow. (Not I have to study for the exam tomorrow.) Past and future forms should have only past and future forms. Must have no past or future form. Yesterday I had to take a taxi. (Not yesterday, I have to take a taxi) You will have to take a taxi if it rains tomorrow. (NOT you have to take a taxi.) must/should
not mind should not mind should not - that is, must the Rules and obligations that we use should talk about rules and obligations, what is necessary. I have to get to work by 7 tomorrow. The car broke down and we had to call a taxi. must the rules and obligations must be very similar to have. We use an infinitive (without) talk about rules and obligations. I
have to go to the doctor. I have to get up early tomorrow. don't -- not necessarily if you don't have to do something, it means you don't need to do something (there is no obligation). You can do it, but you don't need to do it if you don't want to do it. You don't have to take me to the station. I can take a cab. (You can pick me up, but you don't have to do it).
shouldn't ban use should not talk about something that you can't do. It's necessary that you don't. You don't have to call me until I'm 8. (You can't call me until 8.) I don't have to lose concentration now. must against the obligation from the speaker we usually use should when talking about the commitments that come from the speaker's opinion. The speaker
believes that something should or is important to be done. You have to get up early tomorrow. Meeting at nine. (The commitment comes from the manager. You have to quit smoking. (This is the doctor's opinion. I have to quit smoking. (This is the smoker's opinion. must the External Obligation We usually use should when there is an external obligation. The
obligation not to proceed from the Speaker's opinion; the other person thinks it's necessary. We have to get up early tomorrow. Meeting at nine. (Commitment from the manager, not from the employee.) I have to quit smoking. (This is the doctor's opinion, not the smoker's opinion. shouldn't mind shouldn't shouldn't you shouldn't do it; Not required. no
obligation should and should not have the opposite value. We say we shouldn't do something when we don't have to do something; we can do it, but it's not necessary. You don't have to wait here. (You can do this, but it doesn't have to be) should not be banned; it's necessary that you don't do it We say we shouldn't do something when we can't do
something; we need to do nothing. You don't have to wait here. (You can't do this, it's against the rules) Page 2 Modal verbs should - should PDF sheets on positive and negative forms (shouldn't, shouldn't, shouldn't) Grammar rules with examples of English grammar PDF books on e-grammar.org.     Grammar exercise PDF Book Grammar Rules PDF book
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